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Efficiency of maximum power point tracking

in photovoltaic system under variable solar irradiance
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Abstract. Field conditions decrease the energy output of photovoltaic (PV) systems, mainly due to excessive temperatures. However, in
regions with moderate ambient temperatures, as in Poland, solar energy is commonly delivered with highly fluctuating irradiance. This
introduces yet another source of energy losses due to the non-ideal tracking of actual position of Maximum Power Point (MPP).

Majority of PV-systems are equipped with DC/AC and grid-connected inverter. Since the solar energy flux is variable, an adequate
MPP-tracking algorithm is required to handle a wide range of load levels and face rapid changes of input power. Along with the essential
DC/AC conversion, the quality of MPP-tracking must also be taken into account in evaluation of inverter efficiency.

The tracking in dynamic conditions has been addressed only recently. Several algorithms has been studied theoretically, experimentally
or in laboratory conditions by applying artificial input test-patterns. This work takes the opposite approach by applying the recorded real-life
solar irradiance and simulating the tracking behavior to study the problem for true field conditions in Poland.

The simulation uses the unique high-quality irradiance data collected with 200 ms time resolution. The calculation of both static and
dynamic MPP-tracking efficiency has been performed for representative variable-cloudy day, applying commonly used Perturb&Observe
tracking algorithm.
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1. Introduction

The conversion from solar radiant energy into AC-grid elec-
tricity in a photovoltaic (PV) system is a chain process consist-
ing of many stages. All the stages contribute to the final yield
with their efficiency. Only the thorough understanding of all-
stages phenomena allows for accurate evaluation of conversion
efficiency and assure the correct energy yield calculation.

The main factors contributing to energy losses in pho-
tovoltaic systems are the absence of Maximum Power Point
tracking (up to 30% in respect to the offered maximum by
PV-generator) and the excessive warming of PV-devices (up
to 20%) [1], even in a moderate climate (up to 15% [2]).

Nowadays, in quest of maximization of total conversion
efficiency in PV-systems, the attention is turned to study al-
so the processes regarded as less significant in the past. Even
the small improvements can bring substantial results when the
large scale of their application is considered. The world-wide
volume of installed photovoltaics is growing at an exponen-
tial rate for the last 10 years, exceeding the level of 100 GWp
in 2012 and targeting 0.5 TWp before 2020 [3]. In the next
decade, the PV-systems can become a major contributor to
the idea of distributed energy generation, which will redefine
many aspects of energy management in the global scale [4].

In Europe almost all PV-systems are connected to the util-
ity grid and in majority located in variable-weather regions
(mainly Germany, but also Benelux, Czech Rep. and Great
Britain). The DC/AC PV-inverter is a key element in the con-

version chain in grid-connected systems. Apart from the es-
sential DC/AC conversion, it is responsible for keeping the
PV-generator in MPP to ensure the maximal energy produc-
tion from the PV. The fluctuations of irradiance make the
MPP to constantly change the positions, that must be fol-
lowed by an adequate MPP-tracking algorithm. Therefore, the
MPP-tracking issue is important for PV-systems operating in
a great part of Europe.

However, the manufacturer specification for PV-inverter
most often contain only the peak DC-AC efficiency or the
graph of efficiency vs. load. This, however, is not enough for
accurate energy yield forecast, especially in variable cloudy
conditions, where the operation under highly fluctuating irra-
diance cannot be neglected.

In the past, several algorithms for MPP-tracking has been
proposed, but only recently the tracking quality under vari-
able irradiance has been acknowledged as relevant. The study
on MPP-tracking have so far concentrated on the theoreti-
cal analysis of tracking algorithms under dynamic conditions
and measurements of inverter responses to artificial input test-
patterns in laboratories. The work to establish the formal stan-
dards for MPP-tracking quality measurements is also under
way.

This paper focuses on detailed analysis of MPPT-tracking
algorithm under true field conditions in Poland to answer to
question of energy losses during variable-cloudy days due
to imperfect tracking. This analysis has been performed by
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means of simulation of PV-generator to compare the true po-
sitions of MPP with those obtained by tracking algorithm
operation. The simulation has used a unique solar irradiance
data recorded with 200 ms resolution, which makes the cal-
culations very accurate.

The analysis has been performed for the representative day
with highly variable irradiance and the fundamental and wide-
ly implemented Perturb&Observe MPP-tracking algorithm.
The tracking process has been studied separately for steady
and changing irradiance, i.e. for static and dynamic tracking,
for several tracking-speed rates.

2. Recorded solar irradiance

The credibility of MPP-tracking analysis relies primarily on
accurate irradiance data with sufficient time resolution. The
data used is this article are being collected at the Solar Labo-
ratory of Department of Microelectronics and Computer Sci-
ence [5] since 2010 with 200 ms time interval.

The recording is performed with the fast photodiode-based
SPLite pyranometer from Kipp&Zonen with the response time
below 1 ms. The thermocouple-based sensors, although more
accurate, could not be used due to the long response time (up
to 5–10 s). The sensor is measuring the global irradiance in
plane with 30◦ inclination towards south.

The sampling time of 200 ms assures that all irradiance
fluctuations, relevant for MPP-tracking, are recorded. The
fastest changes of irradiance are due to sharp cloud edges
moving with strong wind. There are many cases of registered
gradients exceeding 1000 W/m2/s. The experiment reveals the
real variability of terrestrial irradiance, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Daily irradiance: 2012-06-02, Łódź

The commonly available irradiance measurements are av-
eraged over several minutes, typically 15 or 30. They do not
contain the variability information and are useless for tracking
evaluation.

The high fluctuations of radiation flux are by no means
exceptional in Polish climatic conditions. The collection of
daily irradiance profiles, shown in Fig. 2, demonstrates the
domination of variable-cloudy sunshine, especially in sum-
mer.

Fig. 2. Irradiance in June 2013, Łódź (axes as in Fig. 1)

3. Maximum Power Point under field conditions

A PV-device can be represented by an equivalent circuit as
in Fig. 3. This approach guarantees sufficient accuracy for
steady-state operation when the irradiance and temperature
dependence coefficients are taken into account. The compre-
hensive review of modeling can be found in [6].

Fig. 3. Equivalent model of PV-cell
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An arbitrary size PV–array may be formed by combining
cells in serial and/or parallel chains (Fig. 4). The equivalent
model still holds, but the element values must be correct-
ed for the dimension of serial×parallel interconnection. The
maximum power is delivered in MPP with VMPP voltage and
IMPP current, as in Fig. 4. Driving the voltage (and current)
close to MPP to maximize the energy output is thus the sole
responsibility of the connected load (PV-inverter).

Fig. 4. I-V characteristics of PV-generator

The PV-devices are rated at Standard Test Conditions
(STC: irradiance 1000 W/m2, spectrum AM1.5, temperature
25◦C) and then MPP coordinates are referred to as nominal
values: VMPPnom, IMPPnom and PMPPnom. In order to generalize the
discussion, all the PV voltages and current in the graphs have
been normalized to the nominal values (MPP at STC) and
shown in percent.

Since the PV-voltage depends logarithmically on irradi-
ance, the interval of voltage change is relatively narrow. In
field conditions of Central Europe, the MPP-voltage varia-
tions spans the range of only 15–20% of VMPPnom.

Fig. 5. PV-characteristics during sunny clear-sky day

During clear-sky days, the solar irradiance is changing
slowly and is fairly stable in short terms. The MPP-transitions
will be very slow and easy to follow, as shown in Fig. 5. High
irradiance (G) and the cell temperature (T ) will correspond
to lower MPP-voltage and low irradiance – to higher one. The

tracking algorithm will oscillate around the true MPP, i.e. per-
forming the operation of static tracking. Since the tracking is
never perfect, some amount of offered solar energy will be
lost.

However, during the rapid irradiance fluctuations due to
passing clouds, the changes take place even within fraction
of seconds and irradiance gradient can exceed 1000 W/m2/s.
Under such conditions, the transition of MPP can be treated
as isothermal, as shown in Fig. 6, since thermal time constant
of a PV-module is in order of minutes [7].

The MPP-tracking algorithm – in the best scenario – can
follow the true MPP along the path indicated with top and bot-
tom arrows (Fig. 6). This process of chasing a remote MPP is
called a dynamic tracking. The mismatch between true MPP
and actual operating point of PV-inverter may cause a signif-
icant energy losses in short terms.

Fig. 6. PV-characteristics during rapid changes of irradiance

The effect of rapid transitions on energy efficiency is not
symmetrical, though. The low-to-high irradiance transitions
will cause higher power deviation from MPP and thus higher
absolute energy losses as compared to high-to-low transitions.
In both cases, the natural warming or cooling of the PV-panel
just after the transition will slightly reduce the time to reach
true MPP.

4. Efficiency of PV-inverter

In a small/medium PV grid-connected system, the utility grid
can accept any amount of energy with no restrictions, in con-
trast to other storage methods or local loads, e.g. chemical
batteries. In such a case the PV-system can achieve the highest
energy conversion efficiency and the PV-inverter performance
reflects the quality of its construction, including tracking abil-
ities.

4.1. Efficiency definitions. In general, the only accurate
record of the energy conversion efficiency ηE for any device,
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is the ratio of its energy output (WAC) to the input (WDC), over
a specified operating period:

ηEn =
WAC

WDC

. (1)

Energy efficiency is not very suitable for the inverter char-
acterization, since the energy input is climate- and location-
dependent. Instead, the power efficiency is used, defined as
follows:

ηDC/AC =
PAC

PDC

, (2)

where the instantaneous input and output power (PDC, PAC)
must be averaged over 30 s to properly handle AC-signals,
higher harmonics and DC-ripples, according to the stan-
dard [8]:

PAC or DC =
1

T

T
∫

0

i(t)v(t)dt =
1

T

∫ T

0

p(t)dt. (3)

For long-term predictions, a single value of power effi-
ciency can be misleading, especially if only a peak or rated
efficiency is stated in manufacturer data sheets. On the other
hand, the full efficiency vs. load curve is not convenient for
the quantitative comparisons, either.

A solution – now widely adopted in industry – known as
European efficiency ηEU, has been proposed as a weighted-sum
of power efficiency for several load levels [9], as follows:

ηEU = 0.03η5% + 0.06η10% + 0.13η20%

+ 0.10η30% + 0.48η50% + 0.20η100%.
(4)

This expression can be relatively close to true energy effi-
ciency, while still being a single-value parameter. Due to its
definition, it cannot be accurate for different climatic condi-
tions [10], but it is very suitable for overall devices compari-
son.

The inverter quality cannot be evaluated without studying
the ability to maximize the PV output. The ηDC/AC (or ηEU)
describe only the essential DC/AC conversion, measured for
stable DC input. The PV-inverters, however, operate with un-
stable DC input. Apart from DC/AC conversion, they must
also track the position of MPP to capture the maximum en-
ergy offered by the PV-generator. The MPP-tracking process
may lower the operation efficiency, without affecting ηDC/AC
itself.

The MPPT-efficiency can be defined as ratio of invert-
er DC input (PDC) to maximum power (PMPP) offered by the
PV-generator:

ηMPPT =
PDC

PMPP

. (5)

Finally, for very accurate inverter characterizations, the
total efficiency (ηtotal) parameter has been proposed [11],
comprising the two stages of energy processing:

ηtotal = ηDC/AC · ηMPPT =
PAC

PMPP

. (6)

The work is underway to establish a standard measure-
ment procedure for ηMPPT with defined steepness and duration

of irradiance test pattern [12] suitable for future international
standard.

4.2. MPP-tracking efficiency. The process of finding MPP
can be considered separately for stable and varying irradiance,
giving rise for two definitions of tracking efficiency: static and
dynamic.

The static MPPT-efficiency (ηMPPT−Static) refers to the in-
verter operation under stable weather conditions. In this case
the MPP position is fixed, but the tracking algorithm make
the actual operating point to move around the true MPP. It
can be expressed as:

ηMPPT−Static =

tM
∫

0

vDC(t)iDC(t)dt

PMPPtM
, (7)

where vDC, iDC are measured for the inverter input, but the
PMPP is calculated for actual weather conditions and constant
over the period tM . The ηMPPT−Static is usually around 99%,
but there are evidences that it could be much worse [13, 14].
Taking into account that majority of electricity from PV is
generated under stable conditions, even small improvements
to ηMPPT−Static are of importance.

Under highly variable irradiance (i.e. changing more than
100 W/m2/s), the deviation between inverter DC input and the
true MPP grows. Finding the new MPP may last up to sever-
al seconds, depending on the tracking algorithm quality. The
tracking efficiency during dynamic conditions (ηMPP−Dynamic)
can be found according to:

ηMPP−Dynamic =

tM
∫

0

vDC(t)iDC(t)dt

tM
∫

0

pMPP(t)dt

, (8)

where the offered pMPP is calculated for the transition period.
During variably cloudy days, that are common in Central

and North Europe, the ηMPP−Dynamic may be a non-negligible
factor reducing the overall efficiency.

5. Tracking algorithms

In majority of solutions, the MPP-tracking is implemented as
software algorithm, which controls the input impedance of
DC/DC switched–mode converter of a PV-inverter. A review
of control algorithms can be found in [15–17]. In general, the
solutions can be classified as indirect or direct methods.

5.1. Indirect methods. The indirect (or quasi-seek) algo-
rithms conclude the location of MPP according to built-in
knowledge and measurements of parameters other than PDC.
The built-in settings may include specific parameters of PV-
generator, geographical location, climate features and meteo-
rological measurements.

One example is a look-up table method, adjusting the VMPP

according to the actual irradiance and ambient temperature.
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Another example is the “open-circuit voltage” method, which
relies on approximately linear proportionality of VMPP to VOC

(e.g. ∼ 0.8 for crystalline silicon cells), setting the VMPP peri-
odically after taking samples of VOC.

The main advantage of indirect methods is the ability to
give the estimation of true MPP instantly. For some of them,
a simplicity of control can be another asset.

The disadvantage for all the indirect methods is the need
for tuning prior to the operation and the given MPP estima-
tion may be of low accuracy, since they are insensitive to
other phenomena such as aging or contamination.

5.2. Direct methods. The algorithms that rely on measure-
ments of VDC and IDC (or PDC) are called direct (or true-seek)
methods. They find the location of MPP iteratively, draw-
ing conclusions from the previous samples. The MPP is ap-
proached by subsequent modifications of VDC, making oscil-
lations around the true MPP.

If the classification is done according to the decision-
making logic, most of the algorithms fall into one out of two
general categories: “hill-climbing” and artificial intelligence
methods.

The “hill-climbing” algorithms exploit the known shape
of the PV-power curve, climbing to the top from either the
left or the right side. The best known examples include Per-
turb&Observe (P&O), Incremental Conductance (IC) methods
and their variants.

The P&O algorithm computes the power difference ∆P
in two consecutive measurements, resulting from the voltage
perturbation by a constant ∆V . As long as ∆P is positive,
the direction of voltage change is maintained, otherwise it is
reversed. This leads to oscillations around true MPP and volt-
age drifts under rising irradiance. Many improvements to this
basic scenario exist, however.

The IC method makes use of ∆V and ∆I . In contrast
to P&O, the voltage change is done only when ∆I 6= 0 is
detected. After each perturbation (+∆V for ∆I > 0, −∆V
otherwise), the following condition for MPP is checked:

dP

dV
= I + V

dI

dV
= 0 ⇒ −

I

V
=

dI

dV
. (9)

Voltage modification is maintained (+∆V for dI/dV >
−I/V , −∆V otherwise) until this condition is met, and then
the modification are postponed. This way, the oscillations can
be reduced and the drift eliminated.

The artificial intelligence methods, apart from direct mea-
surements, make use of the past behavior of MPP. These
include artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algo-
rithms and swarm chasing. It has been demonstrated that some
improvement can be achieved, especially for hard-to-track cas-
es of partial shading and irradiance changes conditions.

5.3. Application aspects. Despite so many variants of MPP-
tracking algorithms, there is no consensus about superiority of
any particular method. Apart from tracking efficiency, other
criteria must be considered as well: complexity, speed, num-
ber of sensors, PV-system configuration, algorithm reliability

and sensitivity, and cost of implementation. The comparisons
between different methods give different results since no uni-
versal framework for testing has been proposed.

The most widely used in commercial designs are the P&O
and IC methods due to low cost and matured hardware im-
plementations [16].

In both P&O and IC algorithms, the efficiency depends
on tracking speed. This can be achieved either by bigger per-
turbation step or faster perturbation rate. The bigger step will
result in increase of static tracking losses. On the hand, the
faster rate is limited by measurement accuracy of signals with
DC-ripples and speed of reaction to voltage perturbation in
high power DC/DC converters [18].

5.4. Perturb&Observe The study in this article focuses on
performance of P&O algorithm only. The method has been
chosen for the simulation due to its wide application in com-
mercial inverters.

The principle of P&O operation is shown in Fig. 7. It is
worth noticing, that under stable conditions the oscillations
can move the operation point further than one ∆V step.

Fig. 7. P&O operation principle

In order to separately analyze the static and dynamic track-
ing process, the following criterion has been assumed for the
inverter input voltage VDC:

• |VDC − VMPP| < 2∆V : static tracking – the MPP can be
reached (and step over) in less than two steps,

• |VDC − VMPP| ≥ 2∆V : dynamic tracking – operation point
is at least two steps away from MPP and the direction of
voltage change will be maintained for at least three next
steps.

The main drawback of P&O algorithm is the effect of
voltage drift in the direction opposite to MPP, as shown in
Fig. 8. Under increasing irradiance, the positive ∆P is de-
tected regardless the search direction. The voltage can move
significantly away, especially towards lower values due to low-
er slope of power curve.

The drift effect under decreasing irradiance is different,
however. Since the ∆P becomes negative for a few consec-
utive steps, the direction of voltage change is altered every
step. As a consequence, the operating point oscillates around
the position of the last positive ∆P .
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Fig. 8. Voltage drift in P&O under rising irradiance

Some improvements to the basic P&O have been pro-
posed. For example a variable-time modifications [19] can
reduce the drift and static oscillations but at a cost of speed.
Another method called “three-point weight comparison” (TP-
WC) [20] postulates to take the step backwards after posi-
tive ∆P in order to detect whether the rising irradiance con-
tributed to ∆P . Both improvements slow down the operation
speed and increase the complexity.

Both drift effects have negative influence on tracking per-
formance. Longer step size will speed up the tracking, but
also magnify the drift and magnitude of static oscillation. On
the other hand, shorter steps may not be conclusive for flat
parts of the power curve and will slow down the process. It is
worth noticing, that in field conditions the location of MPP is
almost never stable. The radiant flux, ambient temperature and
cooling processes will constantly modify the I-V characteris-
tics of PV-generator. According to the introduced criterion,
all the tracking can be classified as dynamic or static when
the step size becomes sufficiently small or long, respectively.

6. Simulation of MPP-tracking

The calculations has been performed for one-day data, June
2nd 2012 (Fig. 1) with highly variable irradiance, but by no
means exceptional for the season, as shown in Fig. 2. The
perturbation step, voltage and power of inverter input (∆V ,
VDC, PDC) have been normalized to nominal (at STC) values
(VMPPnom and PMPPnom).

6.1. Simulation model. The simulation of PV-generator has
been done according to [6, 21] by solving numerically the
convoluted equation of a single PV-module Im = f(Vm) for
given cell temperature TC and irradiance G at time points t
throughout the simulated interval:

Im = ILm(TC(t), G(t)) −
Vm − ImRsm

Rpm

− I0m(TC(t))

[

exp

(

Vm − ImRsm

Vtm(TC(t))

)

− 1

]

,

(10)

where the subscript m denotes the PV-module parameters: se-
rial and shunt resistances Rsm and Rpm, photocurrent ILm

and dark current I0m.
The ILm and I0m can be derived from ISCm and VOCm

at STC, found in a PV-module data sheets, as follows:

ILm(TC(t), G(t)) = (ISCm + KI∆T )
G(t)

GSTC

, (11)

I0m(TC(t)) =
ISCm + KI∆T

exp
(

VOCm+KV ∆T

aVtm

)

− 1
, (12)

where ∆T = TC(t) − TSTC refers to the temperature ex-
cess over nominal 25◦C and GSTC is the nominal irradiance
of 1000 W/m2. The voltage and current temperature coeffi-
cients KV and KI have been assumed typical for crystalline
silicon cells values of −0.5% and +0.05%, respectively. The
diode ideality factor a is 1.5 and Vtm is the thermal voltage
of serially connected cells in a module.

Together with electrical, the thermal simulation has been
carried out according to single-section thermal RC-model.
The thermal resistance Rth and capacitance Cth for a PV-
module can be estimated or measured as shown in [7, 22].
The PV-cell temperature TC in respect to ambient TA and
irradiance G has been found by solving the equation:

Cth
dT (t)

dt
+

T (t)

Rth
= G(t), (13)

where T (t) = TC(t) − TA(t) is the cell temperature excess
above ambient. The time resolution for ambient temperature
is 1 min.

The calculations have been performed for the 50 Wp PV-
module Solar-Fabrik SF 50A using its electrical and thermal
properties shown in Table 1. The thermal time-constant is
about 5 minutes.

Table 1

PV-module parameters

cells VOCm ISCm Rsm Rpm Rth Cth

[V] [A] [Ω] [Ω] [K/W m2] [J/K/m2]

36 21.7 3.3 0.1 400 0.013 25800

Figure 9 shows a close-up of PV-cell temperature evolu-
tion. It is worth noticing, that under highly variable irradiance
TC cannot reach steady state due to the long time-constant of
PV-modules and thus the location of MPP is constantly mov-
ing.

Fig. 9. Closeup of PV-module thermal response
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6.2. Tracking operation close-up. In order to understand the
final results better and verify the simulation correctness, sev-
eral close-up pictures has been prepared. They present the be-
havior of important simulation variables for the period shown
in Fig. 9.

Figure 10 demonstrates the imperfections of dynamic
tracking operation. Too small ∆V is causing troubles to dy-
namic tracking, while the static tracking is almost perfect.
The voltage drift is clearly visible for rising and dropping
irradiance.

Fig. 10. Closeup of dynamic tracking (∆V = 0.2%, ∆t = 1 s)

When tracking step ∆V becomes too long, the static os-
cillations around MPP dominate the tracking operation, as
shown in Fig. 11. The dynamic transitions, on the other hand,
are handled much better, but the drift is unavoidable.

Fig. 11. Closeup of slow static tracking (∆V = 2%, ∆t = 1 s)

Since the value ∆V has the opposite influence on static
and dynamic tracking, an optimal value of tracking step, with
the best overall efficiency, can be expected.

6.3. Tracking efficiency close-up. Figure 12 shows the evo-
lution of ηMPP−Dynamic in time, together with actual and avail-
able MPP-power. The deepest drop of efficiency always occurs
for low-to-high irradiance transition and voltage drift at the
same time. The instantaneous efficiency decrease may easily
exceed 10% and this refers to the dynamic tracking only.

Fig. 12. Closeup of dynamic tracking efficiency
(∆V = 0.2%, ∆t = 1 s)

The quality of static tracking is solely determined by the
voltage perturbation magnitude. In intervals of fairly stable
conditions, as shown in Fig. 13, the static efficiency is very
high (above 99%), even for fairly large ∆V .

Fig. 13. Closeup of static tracking efficiency (∆V = 2%, ∆t = 1 s)

6.4. Results. The simulation of P&O algorithm has been car-
ried out for:

• tracking rates ∆t: 200 ms, 1 s, 2 s and 5 s,
• tracking steps ∆V : from 0.001% to 10% of VMPPnom.

The results represent the energy received by PV-inverter
with calculated static, dynamic and total tracking efficiency
for June 2nd 2012 (Fig. 1).

Within the investigated interval, 6:00–20:00, there are over
250.000 time steps with 200 ms intervals. The simulation with
high accuracy has been very time-consuming. A single-day
tracking simulation requires the solution of convoluted PV-
device equation that is embedded within optimization proce-
dure to find PMPP for each time step.

Figure 14 shows the daily amount of energy taken from
the PV-generator in two tracking modes: static and dynam-
ic, according to the before-mentioned classification. At the
extreme sides almost all energy is handled under only one
tracking mode: static for the biggest ∆V and dynamic for the
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smallest. The energy corresponding to the tracking type that
is not present for those extreme conditions would amount to
zero.

Fig. 14. Energy contribution delivered with static and dynamic track-
ing

The equal energy shares are obtained for different ∆V for
various simulation rates ∆t. However, when the voltage rate
of change is considered, i.e. ∆V/∆t, they all cross at ap-
proximately the value of 0.5 V%/s. These results suggest that
the mode of tracking operation depends primarily on voltage
change rate.

The static and dynamic tracking efficiency, for the inves-
tigated one-day period, are shown in Fig. 15. Static tracking
performance is generally very high and falls down sharply
only for voltage steps bigger than 5%, with little regard for
the tracking rate.

Fig. 15. Static and dynamic tracking efficiency

In contrast, the dynamic tracking is poor for both too small
and too big voltage step, suffering from either too slow reac-
tion or drift overshooting, respectively

The total tracking efficiency, in Fig. 16 is the resultant of
static and dynamic ones, corrected for their energy contribu-
tion.

Fig. 16. Total tracking efficiency

A flat maximum can be found for tracking step ∆V be-
tween 0.02% to 2%. There is, however, a clear dependence
on tracking rate. In general, faster rate always helps, but there
may be technical limitations below value of 1 s. The rate slow-
er than 2 s is not recommended as it lowers the efficiency by
more than 2%.

7. Conclusions

Nowadays, the efficiency of modern PV-inverters for grid-
connected systems is advertised as approaching 99%. While
this may be true according to some measurements standards,
the true energy efficiency over a longer period is always below
the expectations.

The imperfect MPP-tracking is responsible for lower per-
formance of the PV-inverter, without affecting its essential
DC/AC conversion. This may be of importance especially un-
der highly fluctuating sunshine, very common in Central and
North Europe. It is now obvious, that the inverter quality can-
not be evaluated without studying the tracking behavior.

The simulation in this paper has been aimed at studying
the static and dynamic MPP-tracking efficiency for widely
implemented P&O algorithm. In contrast to other studies on
this subject, this work has the merit of using the high-quality
irradiance data for Poland.

The calculations has been performed for a single variable-
cloudy day representing the extreme, but very common, case
of irradiance fluctuations. Therefore, the obtained results are
setting the worst-case theoretical limits to the P&O tracking
efficiency in Polish climate.

In response to fast irradiance changes, the unavoidable
instantaneous power efficiency drops may exceed 10%, but
during steady conditions the losses are kept below 1%, on
the daily bases. The best results are expected for perturbation
step between 0.2% and 2% of system nominal voltage. The
fast rate of perturbation is generally favored, up to technical
limits, and it should not be slower than 1–2 s.

The performance of field-installed inverters may still be
worse as there is experimental evidence that handling this
phenomenon is still not satisfactory and the problem deserves
more attention.
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